SPIRITS

HIGH
SPIRITS
AUSTRALIA IS in the midst of
a spirits renaissance. We catch
up with some of the innovative
boutique distillers who are
putting gins, whiskies and
vodkas back on the map.
WORDS SARAH GA MBONI
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or a city that was built on rum,
Sydney has been surprisingly short
of distilleries in recent years. It’s a
fact that didn’t escape Will Edwards,
who opened Archie Rose Distillery
Co in March 2015, the first in the
city since the 1850s.
“I’d been following a fairly standard career path
in consulting, but home-brewing and maturing
spirits had always been a passion and a hobby
for me,” says Edwards. “The trigger point came
during a visit to New York in late 2012, right
when the first distilleries were opening in the
city since Prohibition.”
Back in Australia, Edwards sought out the
expertise of pioneering Tasmanian distiller Bill
Lark. Lark Distillery in Hobart is credited with
reviving craft spirits in Australia, producing
award-winning single-malts that give the Scots
a run for their money.
During a two-week stint at Lark Distillery,
Edwards was introduced to Joe Dinsmoor, now
head distiller at Archie Rose, and while touring
around Tasmania, he met Peter Bailly, an
electrical engineer-turned boilermaker, who now
produces covetable copper stills.
“Peter is the only person in Australia producing
these copper stills,” says Edwards. “It took him
364 days to make our three stills,” after which
time Archie Rose was born in the up-and-coming
suburb of Rosebery. The sprawling warehouse
space is also home to a sleek cocktail bar, all
gleaming copper and American oak, designed to
echo the adjoining distillery. Edwards, Dinsmoor
and the team produce three spirits: a Signature
Dry Gin, Original Vodka and White Rye.
“The flavour profile of the gin is quite dry
and balanced. We’ve switched out a lot of the
traditional botanicals and substituted them with
native Australian ingredients, such as blood
limes, river mint, lemon myrtle and northern
pepperleaf,” says Edwards.
Vodka may be getting a bad rap from bartenders
(some Melbourne bars, such as The Everleigh,
have removed it from their menus), but Edwards
is working hard to ensure the clear white spirit
isn’t written off entirely.
“Vodkas can occasionally be a bit neutral, so we
tried to draw on what we enjoy in a whisky and
incorporate those characteristics,” he says. “The
main thing was mouthfeel — we wanted it to have
a bit of viscosity so when you drank it, it felt
like you were drinking a rich spirit with genuine
complexity.”
The third string to Archie’s bow is the White Rye.
Essentially a rye whisky hasn’t been matured in
oak, and the white rye is a revelation for those who
usually steer clear of its aged counterparts. “The
rye has been our biggest surprise,” says Edwards.

C L E A R F L AV O U R S
Anti-clockwise from left:
Four Pillars is riding high on
drinkers’ rediscovery of gin
worldwide; Joe Dinsmoor,
head distiller at Archie Rose,
with the distillery’s custom
designed copper still; Four
Pillars’ gin is infused with
native Australian ingredients
such as blood limes, river
mint and lemon myrtle.

“

FOUR
PILLARS:
The gin craze
globally has
paralleled the
craze for proper
cocktails…
Australia now
has better
cocktail bars
than ever.
STUART GREGOR

“It’s almost like mescal in that it’s quite fresh, floral
and clean, and then when you sip it, those spicy,
biscuity notes from the rye come through.” And for
those who do favour the richer, more caramelised
flavours of aged whisky, fear not: the distillery’s
rows of oak casks are gently coaxing other batches
of rye into golden maturation.
In Victoria, Four Pillars Gin has also thrown
open the doors to its new Healesville distillery
in the Yarra Valley. Fronted by PR guru Stuart
Gregor, winemaker and wine judge Cameron
Mackenzie and marketing man Matt Jones, Four
Pillars launched its first gin in 2012, but quickly
outgrew its borrowed production space at Rob
Dolan Wines.
Whether it was a case of good timing or prescient
marketing smarts, Four Pillars bounded onto the
scene just as Australians — and the rest of the
world — were re-embracing the aromatic alcohol.
“The gin craze globally has paralleled the craze
for proper cocktails,” says Gregor. “Australia now
has better cocktail bars than ever, and bartenders
love gin.”
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HOT SHOTS

A recent Roy Morgan report shows that gin
consumption in Australia has grown by 35 per
cent in the past five years, edging ever closer to
vodka’s spirited stronghold.
“I believe we’re in the early days of this gin
renaissance,” Gregor says. “I would think within
the next five years, all going to plan, we’d come
close to equalling the sales of vodka.”
Four Pillars has three core products: a Rare
Dry Gin, Navy Strength Gin and Barrel Aged
Gin, plus distillery-only exclusives, such as the
Bloody Shiraz Gin, a twist on sloe gin using
Yarra Valley shiraz.
Described as a ‘modern Australian gin’, the
Rare Dry is laced with a spice cabinet’s
worth of aromatics: lemon myrtle, Tasmanian
pepperberry leaf, juniper, cardamom, coriander
seed and cassia bark. But what sets it apart is
the use of whole oranges, says Gregor. “The
German guy who came out to commission our
first still suggested we use the whole oranges as
the quality of the fruit was so good. We made a
distillation and it was earth-shattering.”
At an eye-popping 58.8 per cent, the Navy
Strength came about when Melbourne bartender
Shaun Byrne asked Four Pillars to make a
stronger version for legendary cocktail lounge
Gin Palace.
“Cam made half a dozen bottles for us, thinking
that’d keep us quiet for a couple of months, but
we went through that first batch within a week,”

IN GOOD SPIRITS
Australia’s spirits revival is in full force:
(clockwise from above) Bass & Flinders
Distillery on the Mornington Peninsula;
Sydney’s Archie Rose;
and Lark Distillery in Hobart.

Archie Rose

Four Pillars

This boutique Sydney distillery
and bar produces and serves
three top-shelf spirits, the
Signature Dry Gin, Original
Vodka and White Rye.

Visit the new Yarra Valley
distillery for tours and
gin tastings, including
experimental limited runs,
such as the Bloody Shiraz Gin.

archierose.com.au

fourpillarsgin.com.au

Bass and Flinders
When on the Mornington
Peninsula, buy vodka, gin,
limoncello, grappa and a
Cognac-style spirit at the
cellar door or book in for a
Gin Masterclass to create
your own bespoke gin.

Hippocampus
A trio of Perth brewers and
bartenders who’ve turned
their hands to quality vodka,
made using biodynamic
Western Australian wheat.
hippocampusmd.com.au

bassandflindersdistillery.com

(top, left to right) Four Pillars in the
Yarra Valley; Maidenii’s vermouths
include 12 Australian botanicals;
and the interior of Archie Rose.
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Byrne recalls. While Byrne was fronting Gin
Palace, he began tinkering with his own tonics
and cordials.
“I started trying to make everything from
scratch and rid the bar of all commercial brands,
such as lime, ginger and raspberry cordials. I
then began playing around with vermouth,”
says Byrne. “Knowing the basic ingredients that
went into it, I had a go at making it myself and,
well, it was okay, but it wasn’t anything to be
proud of.”
It was enough to encourage him to push on,
however. Byrne teamed up with third-generation
French winemaker Gilles Lapalus, now based in
Central Victoria. “Gilles is a bit left of centre,
and he was keen to do something different,”
says Byrne. “To make vermouth, at least 75 per
cent of the base product has to be wine, so it
made sense to team up with a winemaker.”
The result is Maidenii (pronounced ‘maideneye’), a collection of Classic, Dry and Sweet
vermouths. “We wanted it to be on the delicate
side,” says Byrne. “With the dry vermouth, we
chose botanicals that would suit gin down to a
tee, so we really pushed the juniper through the
roof and brought through some of the anise.”
Of the 34 botanicals that go into Maidenii, 12
are Australian natives, including strawberry
gum, wattle seed, river mint and sea parsley.
Byrne and Lapalus also forage in local fields for
wild wormwood, the key botanical in vermouth.

Kangaroo
Island Spirits
This Kangaroo Island microdistillery turns out small-batch
spirits in pure and infused
forms, such as Wild Gin,
Samphire Vodka and Honey &
Walnut Liqueur. Sign up for a
hands-on class to distill your
own gin.
kispirits.com.au

Lark Distillery
Bill Lark’s pioneering Hobart
distillery in Tasmania
produces award-winning
single malt whisky in various
strengths.
larkdistillery.com

“

GIN PALACE:
We’re super
proud that
we’re selling
an Australian
aperitif back
to the French
SHAUN BYRNE

“It grows everywhere in Australia, but everyone
has this idea that it’s illegal due to the history of
absinthe,” says Byrne.
In what might be seen as a case of selling ice to
eskimos, Maidenii is making waves in Europe,
recently scooping up Best Aperitif in Class at the
Cocktails Spirit Awards in France. “We’re super
proud that we’re selling an Australian aperitif
back to the French,” Byrne says.

Maidenii

Regal Rogue

The West Winds Gin

Made using Australian native
ingredients and foraged
wormwood, Maidenii Classic,
Dry and Sweet vermouths can
be found in restaurants and
bars across the country.

Australia’s first native
vermouth, Regal Rogue comes
courtesy of bartender and
agency man Mark Ward,
who perfected his craft and
finessed his recipe in Italy.
The award-winning quartet
includes Lively White,
Bold Red, Wild Rose and
Daring Dry vermouths.

Hailing from Western
Australia, The West Winds Gin
incorporates local ingredients
such as wattle seed, kutjera
(bush tomato) and sea parsley
into its trio of top-rated gins,
The Sabre, The Cutlass
and The Broadside Navy
Strength.

maidenii.com.au

McHenry and
Sons Distillery
Single malt whisky, vodka
and a neat range of gins,
including a ruby-hued sloe gin,
are made at this family-run
distillery, overlooking Port
Arthur in southern Tasmania.
mchenrydistillery.com.au

thewestwindsgin.com

regalrogue.com

Sullivans Cove
Hobart’s Sullivan’s Cove
outshone the Scots and the
Irish when it was named
World’s Best Single Malt at
the 2014 World Whiskies
Awards.
sullivanscovewhisky.com
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